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Key battles

Khairul Amri v Shahrul Saad 

Baihakki Khaizan v Norshahrul Idlan Talaha
The 30-year-old Norshahrul cut short his family holiday in 
Thailand to answer manager Ong Kim Swee’s call to lead 

Malaysia’s attack. The Terengganu forward is vastly 
experienced and likes to drop back to orchestrate attacks. 
Baihakki is excellent in the air but prefers to defend from 

deep and will not want to be dragged away from his 
position at centre-back.
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2016 results

Singapore v Malaysia last �ve head-to-head

L W L D D

Attack v defence in 2016
Hariss Harun v Hadin Azman
Singapore’s defensive shield will 

need to be at the top of his game as 
he seeks to contain the threat of the 

Tigers’ tricky and pacy winger. 
Hadin’s six goals for Felda United are 
evidence of his ability to get into the 

box and score. Hariss likes to get 
forward to support the attack but 

must be mindful of not leaving space 
for Hadin to exploit.

A knee injury has led to a 
start-stop season for the 

Singaporean marksman but the 
31-year-old is approaching full 
�tness and has looked sharp in 

recent weeks with two 
well-taken goals in the 

S-League for the Garena Young 
Lions last month. Shahrul is a 

versatile defender and was 
instrumental in guiding Perak 

to the Malaysia FA Cup 
semi-�nals.
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